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Abstract  
The healthcare sector has been revolutionized by Blockchain and AI technologies. Artificial intelligence uses 
algorithms, recommender systems, decision-making abilities, and big data to display a patient's health records 
using blockchain. Healthcare professionals can make use of Blockchain to display a patient's medical records 
with a secured medical diagnostic process. Traditionally, data owners have been hesitant to share medical and 
personal information due to concerns about privacy and trustworthiness. Using Blockchain technology, this 
paper presents an innovative model for integrating healthcare data sharing into a recommender diagnostic 
computer system. Using the model, medical records can be secured, controlled, authenticated, and kept 
confidential. In this paper, researchers propose a framework for using the Ethereum Blockchain and x-rays as 
a mechanism for access control, establishing hierarchical identities, and using pre-processing and deep learning 
to diagnose COVID-19. Along with solving the challenges associated with centralized access control systems, 
this mechanism also ensures data transparency and traceability, which will allow for efficient diagnosis and 
secure data sharing. 
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1. Introduction  
The management of Electronic Health Record (EHR) data access and privacy is a crucial issue. The 
diversity and fragmentation of eHealth data makes privacy and security issues nearly impossible to 
manage. Recent outbreaks of the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) have paralyzed global health and kept 
health at the top of our priority list. COVID-19 has been associated with numerous reports of loss of taste 
or smell, as well as fever, coughing, fatigue, sore throat, or even death in more serious cases [1]. Reverse 
Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) is a standard diagnostic method [2] that has a high 
sensitivity but inconsistent in specificity. Its drawbacks include large consumption of time and limited 
availability. Along with pathological tests, other methods of identifying an infection in a patient include 
radiology exams such as Computed Tomography (CT), and X-ray images. Various deep learning models 
that analyze CT and X-ray images were proposed to improve the detection accuracy for various types of 
infections [3]–[5]. However, the healthcare centers do not maintain policies that protect sensitive data 
[6]–[8]. A flexible access rights delegation scheme that is based on attribute-based access control can be 
improved in dynamic healthcare environments. Due to the increasing complexity of healthcare systems, 
a precise tracking system that tracks how data is used throughout the process of patients’ care and 
diagnosis is needed. A secure and reliable access control system must be provenance-based, including the 
histories of user flows. Access to provenance data is essential to ensuring a secure and reliable access 
control system. For aggregating gradients in a secure and private manner, Bonawitz et al. [9] used the 
federated learning global model. In the shared model, there is no way to determine whether users are  
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genuine. Thus, due to a lack of quality data, the model performs poorly because of the lack of trust between 
different sources. Blockchain technology provides various trust mechanisms to overcome the trust 
problem of decentralized networks [10]. Using a Blockchain system integrated with software-defined 
networking, the researchers discuss energy and security issues while exploiting the potential benefits of a 
system that harnesses Blockchain technology [11]. Internet of things and Blockchain technologies has 
been used as a platform for sensing and storing data; they provide security countermeasures against 
medical data mining threats [12]-[13]. The electronic health data storage system uses blockchains as On-
chain and the Interplanetary File System as Off-chain to preserve privacy and scalability [14]. Deep 
learning and Blockchain are used to implement the trust-based storage recommendation [15]. Identifying 
and authenticating data from its source is proposed in a private data sharing model [16]. The blockchain-
based algorithm adopted in Qu et al. [17] ensures data validity when aggregating local deep learning 
models. However, these techniques do not consider the gradient's privacy; they increase the risk of data 
leakage. 

1.1 Motivation 

Decentralized learning avoids transferring all data to a central server, instead using a local model to train, 
as opposed to traditional machine learning. Using a third party to clean, reorganize, and prepare data is 
essential to training the model. In the process of generating the model, the data are handled in a way that 
can violate privacy. Traditionally, organizations may experience delays when building models with 
acceptable accuracy using traditional machine learning models. The training of a traditional machine 
learning model requires massive amounts of historical data in addition to the huge amounts of data 
required to train the machine learning model. In order to solve the cold start problem and enable their data 
to be trained locally on their servers, clients should use a secure distributed machine learning 
methodology. This method allows them to have their data trained on their servers and prevents privacy 
violations. This method must also be efficient in terms of resources. 

1.2 Contribution 

The symptoms of COVID-19 vary from patient to patient and the disease spreads rapidly [18]. Information 
shared among hospitals can assist in diagnosing the disease. Creating a global model to detect positive 
cases while sharing data securely is a challenge. Furthermore, the existing studies do not provide reliable 
data sharing and accurate training models. In order for Artificial Intelligence (AI) to advance, data from 
various sources must be collected. Since healthcare centres do not have a privacy-preserving approach, 
such confidential data cannot be made available [19]–[21]. In addition, deep learning models need to be 
trained collaboratively over public networks. Detection of small areas of infection within the lungs is the 
first goal of our work. This is useful for radiologists in detecting infections accurately. To build a better 
deep learning model, data sharing is imperative, as long as the privacy of data providers are protected. 
Sharing data facilitates the development of an automatic COVID-19 patient detection model that is based 
on deep learning [22]. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related literature. Section 3 
presents the proposed methodology. In Section 4, we present our experiments and results. Finally, the 
paper concludes in Section 5. 

2.0 Literature Review 

The authors in [23] studied the main components of traditional personalized healthcare and wellness 
support services. They proposed a combination of the three key health dimensions— nutrition quality, 
physical activity and exercises, and mental health and sleep disorders— in the same self-tracking, self-
monitoring and self-quantification solution. They referred to it as a next generation of intelligent, 
multidimensional context-aware personalized healthcare and wellness support service. In [24], user 
preferences were considered, as well as how to maximize the healthy, and diminish the unhealthy 
compounds in food with a 3D recommendation system. Using a large set of publicly accessible collection 
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of data (Recipe1M+), the authors built a recommendation system for recipes and ingredients. The authors 
in [25] highlighted the connection between sustainability adaptations, and nutrition in food security 
through the use of sustainable food systems. They asserted that an adaptation to sustainable food systems 
will necessitate shifting from an agriculture-centred to a research and food systems policy framework. In 
[26], the authors proposed a novel multidimensional method for context-aware recommendation in 
commerce, which stands for context information, items, users, and their relationships. It also characterizes 
an evaluation process through the implementation of the suggested approach in a food recommendation 
system of a restaurant, while considering some factors like day and weather as contextual information. 
The approach is also compared with the customary 2-dimensional one. The authors in [27] reviewed 
Nutrition Recommendation Systems (NRS) and their characteristics, making use of some scientific 
databases such as reference sources, which enables access to different publications in the area. They 
proposed that with the proper design, implementation and evaluation of NRS could be effectively utilized 
as a tool to enhance nutrition and promote good health. In [28], the authors identified the transformation 
paths that are required to contend with the key causes of the recent increase in hunger and stunted progress 
in decreasing malnutrition. These paths could only be attainable if they met certain stipulations, such as 
creating opportunities for the marginalized, fostering human health and caring for the environment. 
The authors in [29] studied the current terrain of research in recommender systems and stipulated 
directions in the area of various applications. They concluded that the advent of more robust algorithms 
for recommendation resulted in the broader applications of RSs, and advancements in technology has 
accelerated the use of RSs. In [30], the authors made nutritional recommendations in all classes of food 
for COVID-19 quarantine. The authors in [31] conducted a multidimensional analysis and assessment of 
poverty measurement as an income approach using methods that are executed using collective data from 
varied sources. They also used methods which show joint distribution and are executed making using data 
where each dimension information is accessible for each item of analysis. In [32], the authors proposed a 
multidimensional recommendation framework in the health field making use of collaborative filtering. 
They also proposed a new semantic similarity feature between users, considering dimensions apart from 
medical problems such as level of education, health literacy, and patient’s psycho-emotional state; and 
introduced the notion of fairness in the new aggregation technique, collecting preference scores. To better 
promote healthy food habits in Mauritius, the authors in [33] introduced a DASH diet recommender 
system that suggests a healthy Mauritian diet to patients with hypertension, considering factors like age, 
allergies, general user food preferences, smoking level and blood. In [34], using Automation Anywhere, 
a recommender system was designed to simulate a meal planner for distributing a large amount of diet 
recommendations to numerous users in a database expeditiously. 
The authors in [35] presented a general model for the recommendation of daily meals, with the principal 
feature, the concurrent management of nutritional and preference-aware information. In [36], the 
authors proposed a DL solution for health-based medical dataset that automatically determines the kind 
of food to be given to a patient based on the disease and other factors like weight, gender, age, and 
calories. This model emphasizes on executing both ML and DL algorithms like LR, RNN, MLP, GRU, 
and LSTM. The authors in [37] proposed a state-of-the-art fuzzy set model to produce an intelligent 
personalized diet for users, while considering other imputed parameters. The application produces the 
maximal intake of calorie range depending on the profile of the user making use of fuzzy sets. In [38], 
the authors applied the Deep Belief Network to the recommender system’s problem. The authors in [39] 
designed a hybrid algorithm that remodels a pre-filtering contextual incorporation technique and inputs 
the novel dimension to a deep learning-based neural cooperative filtering technique, to preserve and 
recover the advantages of both without their restrictions, to simplify the selection process and prevent 
information overloading. In [40], the authors proposed a framework for tourism recommender system, 
gleaned from a combined recommendation approach. The proposed model acts as a trip planner that 
creates a comprehensive program for a specific visit period. In [41], the authors proposed a pointer-
based item-to-item collaborative filtering recommendation system. 
The authors in [42] incorporated a Blockchain Privacy System (BPS) into DL for a diet recommendation 
system for special needs patients. It enables patients get notice about recommended medications and 
treatments depending on their personal data without any breach of confidentiality. In [43], the authors 
proposed a state-of-the-art recommender system using the benefits of a secure multiparty computation 
supported by blockchain. It allows for a decrease in fraud. The authors in [44] aimed at creating a secure 
trust-based system using the benefits of a secure multiparty computation supported by Blockchain by 
including smart contracts with the principal Blockchain protocol.  In order to prevent attacks on medical 
plaintext data, homomorphic encryption using a privacy-preserving scheme was employed [45]. The 
author applied intelligent distributed storage techniques for vehicular networks that keep the system's 
privacy [46]. The authors used cloud-based Blockchain data storage techniques to boost security, privacy, 
and transaction speed in [47]. An effective ML algorithm based on fog computing was used to classify 



healthcare data based on risk [48]. The system achieves low latency through task offloading [49]. The 
Blockchain facilitates the efficient collection and analysis of patient data, while protecting patients' 
identities and preserving the necessary social distance. Its clients maintain control of their information 
since Blockchain technology has no central authority. While ensuring the privacy and identification of 
patients, they can share data that is pertinent to the COVID-19 relief effort. Data on the COVID-19 can 
also be collected by the government, and clients can be assured that their data is secure, and their 
information will not be divulged to third parties. Our paper applies smart contracts and databases to 
validate data reporting in order to predict COVID-19 accurately and securely without any error. There has 
been a surge in social platforms claiming misinformation recently, making this use case particularly 
important. Therefore, information and data that are publicly communicated need to be authenticated and 
monitored. To identify users who are spreading rumours, conspiracy theories, and fake news, it is 
important to pinpoint the source of an online message. By digitally signing messages before they are 
added to blocks, blockchain-based systems enable the identification of information sources. A 
combination of the Blockchain technology and recommendation systems affords virtual activities more 
security and privacy. Therefore, this paper tends to build a better deep learning model, data sharing is 
imperative, as long as the privacy of data providers are protected. We intend to create a scenario where 
sharing data will facilitate the development of an automatic COVID-19 patient detection model that is 
based on deep learning. 

 

3.0 Methodology 
3.1 Proposed Framework 

Data is typically protected by encrypting it before it is distributed to the data requester. Only authorized 
parties can decrypt the encrypted data. An efficient and scalable key management system is necessary for 
cloud computing systems on a large scale for the distribution of public and private keys among authorized 
parties. Large-scale cloud systems with a large number of users have proven difficult to manage because 
of the collision issue. The revocation of passwords may attract a cost for users since they need to re-
encrypt their data and redistribute their keys. To overcome the drawbacks listed above and to take 
advantage of the benefits of Blockchain technology, we propose a secure EHR data sharing and access 
control management system based on two-layer encryption techniques. The goal of this paper is to share 
data while maintaining privacy. The proposed design allows users to define their own access policies for 
updating and revoking access control without the need for consent from data owners. Data owners can 
define a list of users who require access to medical records and their access permissions and attributes by 
using an Access Control Repository (ACR) as part of identity-based access control. ACRs are then placed 
into smart contracts and distributed over the Blockchain network by data owners. The distributed ACR-
smart contract eliminates the single point of failure and removes the need for a centralized third-party 
validator. Hence, a permissioned Blockchain ensures the protection of personal information and the 
prevention of sensitive data leaks. Then, the input image is standardized using the normalization 
technique. Finally, detecting COVID-19 in x-ray images using Deep Learning, Keras, and Tensor flow is 
differentiates COVID-19 positive patients from other healthy individuals. It uses a Convolutional Net 
Model built on top of different optimization techniques to enhance the results. 

An overview of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 1. When a user requests a query at Layer 3, 
the data flows to that layer. An access authorization module called Layer 2 authentication receives the 
user request. It determines what kind of access the user should be granted based on the privileges of the 
user. In addition to storing and retrieving data, Layer 3 Blockchain Data Storage is dedicated to handling 
different queries, including real-time queries over medical data. Following the normalization of the chest 
x-ray images, Layer 3 uses a deep learning model to classify them as positive or negative. 

In the proposed system, there are five main constituents: EHR owner, Data requester, miners, 
interplanetary file system, and private Blockchain network. 



 
Fig. 1. Proposed Framework. 

3.2 Electronic Health Record Storage 

Patients, doctors, and healthcare providers must register before they can use the system. Depending on 
the identity or attributes, the patient can consent to the sharing of medical information. The public and 
private keys of the data owner can be generated from this information. To decrypt secret information, 
public keys are distributed to the data users. Private keys are used to encrypt patient information. The data 
users are then incorporated into the ACR. A cryptographic key is used to link the encrypted data, and the 
meta-data of the access list will be sent to the blockchain. The encrypted data will then be sent to the off-
chain IPFS database. To ensure the user is legitimate, the signature of the data owner is verified. Deep 
learning models are also granted permission using the same process. ACRs of deep learning models are 
continuously updated whenever a new user is added to the system. 

3.3 The sharing of electronic health records 

To initiate data sharing as a new transaction, a doctor sends an access request to a patient's image data in 
the system. The process of access authentication begins with checking the data owner's signature, and if 
found valid, the process continues, otherwise, it is rejected. Layer 2 verifies the identity or associated 
attributes according to the ACR, and, if the matching identity or attribute occurs, access to the EHR is 
given to the user.  As an example, the doctor will diagnose the patient. Figure 2 illustrates how the doctor 
initiates access to the deep learning model associated with the diagnosis if a second opinion is needed. 
Level 2 authentication confirms that the doctor has access to the model. An event is created to record each 
data sharing operation for ensuring data integrity. Layer 3 shows the diagnosis results of patients. It can 
be tracked or audited by the data owner. 
 



 
Fig. 2. Sharing of Health Records for Diagnosis of COVID-19. 

Encryption and Decryption in Permissioned Blockchain  

Step 1: Create public and master keys. 
Step 2: Generate the user keys and set the encryption attributes. 
Step 3: Encrypt the Data using the key and generate the Cipher Text. 
Step 4: The data is decrypted on the receiver's side using the private key. 

Identity-based Access Generation and Assignment 

The attributes of a data user is defined once the user has successfully registered with the system. Detailed 
attribute assignments are performed by the authorization layer in response to a user’s request. The 
authorization layer verifies the identity of each user to determine the validity of requests and identities. 
The service cannot be accessed by an adversary without authenticating their identity. The attributes in the 
attribute data store are queried following successful authorization. An attribute set is sent to the 
authorization layer by the attribute data store. When an associated attribute is not yet present in the data 
store, the trusted authority creates it. The authorization layer generates and assigns a private key based on 
the specified attribute. 

Request Access to the Electronic Health Record 

The authorization layer accepts access requests from users. Authorization layers verify the identity of 
users and their digital signatures, as well as their attributes to ensure access is authorized. Requests for 
service are approved or denied based on the status of the authentication layer. Data is held in blockchains 
using the pointer of encryption addresses and is retrieved from IPFS using an authorization layer to ensure 
the confidentiality of data owners. The necessary information is returned to Layer 1 based on the access 
level of the data requester. Using the master secret key, Layer 1 decrypts the data. Based on the access 
level, Layer 1 encrypts data using the public key of the data requester and returns it encrypted. Data must 
be decrypted using the private key of the data user before it can be accessed. By utilizing both a 
Blockchain search and IPFS data store request, it verifies the integrity of the data requester. The data 
requester's public key is used to encrypt the file path in the authorization layer. An encrypted file path is 
sent from the authorization layer to the user. Once the user has decrypted the file, it is sent back to the 
authorization layer. A Blockchain identifier, data access transaction, and provenance data are recorded in 
the authentication layer. Data with provenance identifiers are stored in IPFS data stores. The generated 
identities are added to the mapping data store. 
Blockchain Based Data Storage by Data Owner 

To define the attributes for the data, the data owner must first register successfully. A pair of asymmetric 
keys (public and private) will be used to encrypt and decrypt data in the authorization layer. Public key 
encryption is used to encrypt medical image files and medical data. Data owners provide authorized layers 
to cipher text and image file paths. A pointer to the stored data is generated by the authorization layer and 
stored in the IPFS data store. Blockchain nodes store index data by sending the generated pointers to the 
authorization layer. 

 

 



User revocation based on identity and Automatic Access Expiration 

With identity-based encryption and attribute-based encryption, integrated data can be encrypted based on 
pre-set attributes and access levels to enable the creation of flexible fine-grained access policies. It is 
important to define a mechanism which gives the patient the option of revoking access if needed. This 
framework introduces a temporal access condition that reduces the computational cost and complexity 
associated with credential revocation. Attribute keys are updated, and the new ACR is automatically 
distributed. Data owners can revoke access to their data immediately after they have assigned an 
expiration time to their access rights. A smart contract maps data from IPFS data stores to the 
corresponding hashes on Blockchains and returns the data-to-data owners. Keeping track of the 
transaction and knowing exactly who uses their data and how, can be done by data owners by asking a 
query about their medical data usage. An authorization layer validates the user access level before 
retrieving data from the IPFS data store using mapping information, if there is a legitimate request as 
presented in Figure 3. The trust authority entities are responsible for issuing, revoking, and updating keys 
in a permissioned blockchain. Each revoked user's private key must be updated by the trusted authority 
with a new hash code. Role-based mechanisms [45], attribute-based mechanisms [46], and capability-
based mechanisms [47] have been proposed in the past to address revocation. It is problematic to involve 
trusted authorities and data owners in the previous approach.  

 

Fig. 3. User revocation based on identity. 

Several studies present access expiration as a feasible solution for credential revocation [48]-[49]. We 
propose a temporal access condition in the framework to reduce the computational cost of credential 
revocation and deal with the complexity of the operation. Owners of data can revoke data access 
immediately after expiration by assigning the access rights during an expiration or session time. As a 
result, the expiration time can be incorporated into the key generation phase in addition to the set of 
attributes. As part of the decryption process, the "time expiration" attribute is checked, and if valid, this 
attribute can be used to decrypt the data. The proposed "time expiration" attribute auto-updates the new 
ACR and does not require it to be redistributed or interact between users and trusted authorities. The 
revocation of consent cannot be applied to prior or future data access requests because all previous 
transactions have already been recorded and are immutable. 

Data Modelling using Deep Learning 

Layer 3 is used to build a model of the lung without human intervention to analyse its properties with and 
without infection by COVID-19 as shown in Figure 4. Infections caused by COVID-19 are usually found 
in the respiratory tract, especially in the lung’s lower respiratory tract. COVID-19 can cause varying 
degrees of respiratory issues, from mild to severe. People with other diseases, such as cancer, heart 
disease, and diabetes, may suffer from more severe symptoms. Scientists are learning new things about 
COVID-19 every day, and they are concerned about the potential effects it may have on the lungs. The 
effects of these diseases are similar to those of the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), Acute 
Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). An x-ray or 



CT scan of the chest can show signs of respiratory inflammation. It may look like the frosted glass on a 
shower door on a chest CT, which is called "ground-glass opacity". Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN) were used because the dataset included images, and its first layer can detect specific features such 
as edges, corners, and backgrounds, as well as more general features, such as the colour of the image. To 
increase the dataset and to deal with differences in the real-world dataset, data augmentation methods 
such as rotating, zooming, and scaling were used. A CNN model with filters was used in the intermediate 
layer. This was followed by a clustering function and the Rectified Modern Unit (RELU) activation 
function at the end, and then a sigmoid activation unit to classify the images into two groups. In addition 
to training and validation losses, accuracy of the validation set, a confusion matrix, precision, recall, and 
F1-score were used to analyse the results. After applying dropout, batch normalization, and learning rate 
decay to ensure smooth gradient descent, the CNN obtained a better result. Following this, the parameters 
of an already trained model which was already well optimized on a large dataset were applied by using 
transfer learning. As a result of freezing the parameters, the proposed model ensures that only the variables 
from the last classification layer are trained. In contrast, the variables from all other layers remain the 
same. 

 
Fig. 4. Deep learning model to diagnosis COVID-19. 

 
Algorithm 
 
The framework consists of several steps. Algorithm 1 checks if the address is valid by registering it in the 
Blockchain and verifying it only with trusted sources. A registry is created when a user is not registered 
by adding their Hyperledger address to a list of the repository's resources. After completing the 
registration, the data extracted from the off-chain database IPFS are fed into the smart contract, as shown 
in Algorithm 1. Then the system initializes the deep learning model to diagnose COVID-19 as shown in 
Algorithm 2. The pre-processing such as data augmentation is computed for a dataset and combines the 
augmented normal dataset and the augmented infected dataset as A. Data A is then divided into training 
(A_Train) and testing (A_Test) sets. Next, the CNN is computed by validating and training the set with 
different epochs and batch size B and then use to identify the infected and normal cases. Finally, the data 
us updated the in the Blockchain and IPFS database. 
 
Algorithm 1 
Input: Electronic Health record Infected, Recovered and Dead, IPFS Database, Hyperledger Fabric 
1: Register Data owner and Data user 
2: Identity and Key Generation by Hyperledger Blockchain as Hash value  
3: User Login 
4: Verifies Identity of User 
5: Data Owner Store data in IPFS 
6: Data Users request health data from database using their keys 
7: Verify if the Identity Exists and Access Control 
8: If Exists and Granted then 
9:  Hyperledger Blockchain Allowed to transfer Health Record 
10:  Initialize the Deep learning Model  
11:  Go to Algorithm 2 
10:  Diagnosis the Infected and Normal 
11: else 
12:  Register 



13:  Append the Data to the Repository 
14: End 
14: Increment the number of Infected and Normal 
15: Update in Blockchain and IPFS 
16: End 
 
Algorithm 2: 
Input: CNN, Dataset D, Augumented_Data AD Normal [ ], Augumented_Data AD Infected [ ], Epochs 
N, Batch B and Fold K 

1. Divide Dataset D into Subsets S 
2. For i=1 to S 
3. Train and Do Validation S 
4. For i=0 to S 
5.     A=AD Normal Dataset Union AD Infected Dataset 
6.     Divide A into 95% training Set and 5% test Set 
7.     Divide the A_Train to subset Into 
8. For i=1 to At 
9.     A_Train=A-Atn 

10.     A_Valid= Atn 

11. For i=1 to N 
12.     Batch_Training=sample (A, B) 
13.    CNN.train (Batch_Training) 
14.    Batch_Validate=sample (A, B) 
15.    CNN.validate (Batch_Training) 
16.    CNN.test (A_Test) 
17.    Return CNN 

 

4.0 Experiments and Results 
4.1 Implementation 

The proposed system is implemented in Hyperledger composer, permissioned Hyperledger Fabric, 
Blockchain On-chain storage, and IPFS for Off-chain storage. The front-end communication is carried 
out using Dapp through Hyperledger composer. All implementation has been done through a web user 
interface in Python, HTML, CSS, Node JS, Kafka Ordering Service, Keras and Tensor Flow Backend. A 
virtual machine running Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS with 3GB RAM runs the Blockchain on the desktop. 
A Windows 10 operating system with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-8700K 3.7 GHz processor and 16 GB of 
RAM was configured to implement the encryption algorithm. A smart contract is a kind of software 
contract that implements policies, enforces rules, and stores metadata about ownership, permissions, and 
data integrity. These contracts are written in Java. The permissioned Hyperledger Fabric client deploys 
smart contracts. Smart contracts are tested in the Hyperledger composer development environment. 

4.2 Dataset 

Various hospital sources are used to collect real-world data. A variety of datasets have also been collected 
and are available at [50]. A dictionary data structure was used to first separate COVID-19 positive case 
indices, then the Anterior-Posterior view x-ray indices were separated. After getting the indexes, the 
images are plotted and saved using the Python library. Kaggle's Chest X-Ray Images (Pneumonia) dataset 
[51] provided 25 x-ray images. COVID-19 positive x-rays provided a total of 148 images. Kaggle 
provided 148 additional normal x-rays. A total of 296 images were gathered, of which 16 were placed in 
a test folder for a final review at the end. 

4.3 Results 

The Blockchain users will control the issuance of roles, attributes, registration of users, classification of 
COVID-19 positive and negative patients, and the management of those patients once the proposed 
infrastructure is implemented. 
 
 



Results of Identity based Access control 
 
Based on attribute-based access control management and blockchain, the proposed scheme is evaluated 
to see if it is effective in ensuring security and privacy of medical data. For the provided nodes in the 
healthcare network, Off-chain and On-chain exchanges have been tested. Patients trigger numerous 
transactions with healthcare provider nodes to test the network's operation and the time needed to process 
each transaction. The proposed scheme includes a credible and comprehensive medical history of each 
patient. A large number of transactions are initiated by patients, so they can observe how the network 
functions and how long it takes to process each transaction. Each patient's medical history is also 
documented within the proposed scheme. The IPFS database is updated with diagnostic information 
details. A healthcare provider's time to generate keys and their time to enter diagnostic reports into the 
database is illustrated in Figure 5. From Figure 5, it is apparent that encrypting data requires more 
computation than decrypting it. In the original data store, IPFS files are stored, but in the Blockchain 
network, hash values are permanently stored. Blocks contain data from the internal clock as well as 
internal clock timestamps, diagnosis hash pointers, patient data hash pointers, and subsequent block hash 
values. In Figures 5, 6, and 7, the peer nodes measure how long it takes to access a transaction. According 
to these figures, the access time increases as the number of attributes increases. 

 
Fig. 5. Time taken to Generate Key. 

 
Fig. 6. Time taken for Encrypting Electronic Health Data. 



 
Fig. 7. Time taken for Decrypting Electronic Health Data. 

 
4.4 Results of COVID-19 Classification 
 
Numerous studies and research have been conducted on COVID-19 [4], [52-53], and [54], but none of 
these have taken advantage of sharing data for improved predictions. COVID-19 diagnoses were applied 
to three experiments. 
  
Experiment 1 
 
In Experiment 1, the ratio of training and validation split is 3:1, which means that 222 images are in the 
training set and 74 images in the testing set. Data normalization and image augmentation are the steps 
involved in pre-processing. A training set can be artificially augmented by applying random image 
transformations to existing images to increase the number of images. In order for the input parameters to 
have the same distribution of values, data normalization must be performed. Consequently, the learning 
rate can be increased. Positive numbers must appear in the input image, which means that the scale should 
be between [0, 1] and [0, 255]. In RGB/grayscale images, a convolutional filter was used for each colour 
channel. In grayscale images, convolutions are applied to each colour channel individually. After each 
convolution, a bias value is added to the result to get the result of the convolution. The same window size 
and stride are used for maximum pooling when working with RGB images. As with grayscale images, 
each colour channel is subjected to maximum pooling. Maximum pooling reduces the parameter learning 
complexity by reducing the size of each image after each CNN layer. Deep networks are quite problematic 
from the viewpoint of sigmoid activation function. As a result, all values between 0 and 1 are squashed 
and the neuron's output and gradient disappear entirely after repeated use. The RELU is one of the modern 
methods. At least on its right-hand side, the RELU contains a derivative of 1. Activating RELU yields 
nonzero gradients from some neurons, enabling the training to continue at a good pace, even if some 
neurons give zero gradients. After training 30 epochs, the confusion matrix for the experiment was 1 as 
shown in Figure 8. The validation accuracy reached 98% and the training accuracy rate was only 81.25% 
based on unseen data as shown in Figure 9. The validation loss reached 0.5923 and the training loss 
reached 0.543 as shown in Figure 10. 



 
Fig. 8. Confusion matrix of prediction for Experiment 1. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Training and Validation Accuracy for 30 Epochs. 

 



 
  Fig. 10. Training and Validation loss for 30 Epochs. 
 
Experiment 2 
 
Experiment 2 follows the validation and pre-processing steps same as Experiment 1. The overfitting and 
dropout have been regularized using the Keras dropout layer. The confusion matrix for Experiment 2 after 
training 30 epochs is shown in Figure 11. The training of thirty epochs yielded a validation accuracy of 
up to 98%. On unseen test data, however, a 96% test accuracy was achieved as shown in Figure 12. The 
validation loss reached 0.23 and training loss reached 0.12 as shown in Figure 13. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Confusion matrix of prediction for Experiment 2. 
 
 



 
Fig. 12. Training and Validation Accuracy for 30 Epochs. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Training and Validation loss for 30 Epochs. 
 

Experiment 3 
 
Experiment 3 also follows the validation and pre-processing steps same as Experiment 1. To start fast and 
decay the learning rate exponentially, learning rate decay is the optimal solution. Batch normalization is 
concerned with the distribution of neuron output based on the normalized activation function of neurons. 
The confusion matrix for the Experiment 3 after training 25 epochs is shown in the Figure 11. The training 
of twenty-five epochs yielded a validation accuracy of up to 94%. On unseen test data, however, a 96% 
test accuracy was achieved as shown in Figure 15. The validation loss reached 0.03 and training loss 
reached 0.01 as shown in Figure 16. 
 
 



 
Fig. 14. Confusion matrix of prediction for Experiment 3. 

 
 

 
Fig. 15. Training and Validation Accuracy for 25 Epochs. 

 
 



 
Fig. 16. Training and Validation loss for 25 Epochs. 

 
 

5.0 Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we propose a framework for improving the recognition of X-ray images with the use of up-
to-date data and preserving privacy while sharing the data among all users. An extensive experiment was 
performed on the training and testing sets using various deep learning models. The experimental results 
show that the proposed obtained a good performance, attaining accuracy of 90-95% and compared to state 
of the art method in the literature reviewed. By sharing ownership of the data to train a global and more 
accurate model, the proposed model can be used to detect COVID-19 patients as shown in the confusion 
matrix. However, the limited dataset was a major obstacle to overcome. In the future, modifying the 
general structure of the CNN model, as well as increasing the number of training dataset could lead to 
better image analysis. 
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